
Pierre Joris 

Writing / Reading 6.     via Robert Duncan 

   

  (his  "Empedoklean Reveries" & Allen Fisher's letter on same) 

the sphere 

  could have been 

                 water. 

A body is nearly all water. 

& a fire penetrated the sphere, 

                      seperated it. 

  What did it seperate? 

         What is a seperated sphere? 

& what, what was that fire? 

   & why did the sphere 

          if  it was water 

 seperate 

        instead of  changing, of  being 

transformed 

      as I witness every morning 

           into steam? 



Who could not abolish the sphere 

   The kitten transforms 

  the yarn-sphere 

      the kitten is not fire 

              could be fire 

    to the yarn 

 the lioness in the desert 

  is fire 

      to the zebra 

 the lioness in the desert 

  is water 

       to the sun 

the lioness 

in heat 

roars 

I come 

unstuck 

in fire-water 

   There is more than one fire 

     It is the fire of  love 

    seperates 

   me from myself  

           It is the fire of  hate 



   makes me whole 

    against the other 

Burning with love  /  burning with hatred 

  I am transformed 

    in anger I say 

    you have burned me 

    & I I 

    was devoted 

    to you 

1. 

Light a cigarette 

in the heat of  the battle 

a burned offering 

(to myself) 

cools me down. 

On my way 

to the bookshelves 

I change the music 

then I find a text 

on the text. 



   A multiplicity of  first elemts 

his roots he calls them 

             a rhizome of  four 

  the roots of  all 

   

         fire    .    earth    .    water    .    air 

  equally alive, equally divine 

  able to move & mingle 

  to move in relationship to each other 

  to mingle with one another 

   (like) the basic colors on a palette 

   with which the painter 

   paints the diversity 

   of  all things 

 : in the same manner on explains all 

the phenomena that appear & disappear 

without needing to call upon absolute 

creations or absolute destructions 

    one will 

simply evoke & describe minglings & 

exchanges between the roots. 



  Those are the elements, the elementals. 

To move them 

in relation, 

two opposed actions 

called 

  philotes  (love) & neikos  (strife) 

but its is a complex machine 

the elements themselves have sympathies 

that will move them contrary to the love/strife dynamic. 

& strife, or hate, by seperating the dissemblances 

does ease the meeting of  the sympathies. 

We 

2. 

Abandon the commentaries! Listen - 

listen to the music 

inadvertently 

put on, what came 

to hand as I walked to the shelves 

it's playing now 



as I read further 

into Duncan's text 

& meet the same 

composer! 

 What does it mean 

 beyond coincidence? 

Monteverdi's Lamento D'Ariane 

 What labyrinth does the kitten invent 

in its play? 

  Can I or you follow it & 

find the king, the 

             "name of  continuance"? 

             The sphere has come undone. 

  For love  .  She wants 

     to find        the center  . 

  

3. 

I thread my way back 

towards you 

who work in the back room 

to touch for a minute, to kiss you 

Zahia, Gaia 



before coming back 

to this labyrinth. 

   Walter Benjamin tells of  

            the rhythmic Seligkeit  

    the sheer pleasure 

  Ariadne, or the cat, finds 

   in the simple play/act 

  of  unrolling that ball of  yarn. 

The sphere of  love     &      the sphere of  hate 

        who can lift them 

the lioness 

carries her cub 

in the maw 

killed the zebra 

the human rears up,     vertical 

     sinister 

et dexter, 

  two hands     one 

either side of  center 

lift up the spheres 

burns both hands                                 of  who is equally 

         devoted to love & hate. 



But I no longer see it clearly. 

 But it never was that clear. 

The sandals 

forgotten 

by mount Etna 

tell us 

nothing. 

  The lion is no excuse for the human. 

June 18, 1862 . Marx to Engels: 

    "It is strange to see how Darwin, among his 

animals and his plants, recognizes his English society with its divisions of  

labour, its competitiveness, the opening of  new markets, Mathus' 'struggle for 

life'... In Darwin the naimal kingdom functioned like the bourgeois society." 

Does this actually mean 

that nature does not exist 

or is but the fantasmatic representation 

of  the real social nature? 

"All that is natural must have been born historically" 

Ariadne is not my kitten 

In the circus 

I laughed with 

the children 



at the clown 

who dropped 

the colored balls 

I watched open 

mouthed the acrobat 

who did not 

drop the balls 

I admired 

the lion who 

jumped through 

the burning 

circle. 

Fear? Yes, there was fear, too. 

 It is always there. 

   It will not let up  .  let me  .  stop 

here. 

  laugh at the acrobat 

  fear the clown 

  watch the lion 

   eat the lion-tamer 

              whose zebra-striped gala battle 

                   dress will be resown 

   into a clown costume 

    let me  .  stop  . 



here  .  the sun is out  .  that 

sphere  . 
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